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Design of Multi-Core Glucose Sensor Using Photonic Crystal Fiber
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ABSTRACT
In this paper multi-core structured Photonic Crystal Fiber (PCF) sensor for sensing request with invocation features for the detection of glucose
concentration. The proposed sensor is numerate investigated using finite element method(FEM). We analyzed the sensing equity of the proposed
photonic crystal fiber structure with different concentration of the glucose from(10%-40%) is varied. The calculate moderate sensitivity of
146699.26nm/RIU. we look for that this sensor can grant an effective platform for glucose sensing and potentiality imperative to a further
improvement of optical sensing applications.
Keywords: Biosensor, photonic crystal fiber, glucose, refractive index.

1. INTRODUCTION
Optical sensing mechanisms receive considerable attention in the areas of industrial process control, military,
environmental monitoring, medical diagnostics, etc. Glucose concentration is affected by the physical properties of
refractive index, specific gravity, surface tension, and viscosity. Generally, glucose present in urine is referred as
“Glycosuria” [2] and normal range from 0 mg/dl to 15 mg/dl. If the level is increased from the normal range, it
means high glucose level in blood. Normal blood glucose level is between 165 mg/dl and 180 mg/dl. The level
being too low is known as “Hypoglycemia”, i.e. the range from less than 40 mg/dl. High blood glucose level is
known as “Hyperglycemia” and ranges from 270 mg/dl to 360 mg/dl [2]. It indicates as diabetes mellitus, liver, and
kidney related diseases [3–5].

Glucose is the form of sugar to treat hypoglycemia which will bring the blood glucose concentration to their normal
levels very quickly. dextrose can be used in intravenous preparations and injections in clinics for hypoglycemia and
dehydration and for intravenous feeding since dextrose has a very high glycemic index. we investigated a particular
design of PCF based glucose sensor to diagnose the variation in the blood glucose level .the design of multi core
and 2D-photonic crystal based sensor.

Diabetes mellitus has been well reported to be associated with increased risk of tuberculosis[14].the presence of
indefinite social factor, metabolic derangements .and comorbidities also poses major difficulties in dissecting the
effect of diabetes mellitus from other potential confounders. diabetes mellitus was diagnosed mainly fasting plasma
glucose level of 126mg/dl, together with confirmatory symptoms and blood/plasma glucose determinations.

According to the World Health Organization(WHO),about 422 million people are affected by diabetes in the year
of 2014[6].the global prevalence of diabetes among adults over 18 year of age has risen from 4.7% in 1980 to 9% in
2015.diabetes prevalence has been rising more rapidly in middle and low income countries. diabetes is fast gaining
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the status of a potential epidemic in india with more than 62 million diabetic individuals currently diagnosed with
the disease.

In 2000, india (31.7 million) topped the world with the highest number of people with diabetes mellitus followed by
china(20.8 million) and united states(17.7 million) in the second and third place respectively. the prevalence of
diabetes is predicted to double globally from 171 million in 2000 to 366million in 2030 with a maximum increase
in India. It is predicted that by 2030 diabetes mellitus may afflict up to 79.4 million individuals in India [7]. In this
context we optimized a multi-core structure based glucose sensor design utilizing the index guiding multicore
fibers and present a numerical analysis based on the finite element method[FEM].it is worthwhile to mention that
this PCF based glucose sensor is a novel sensor which offers high sensitivity and linearity over the other type of the
sensors .the designed structure provides a very large dynamic refractive index detection range and comparatively
provides high sensitivity rang for temperature sensing[18]. In our context ,the multi core structure is proposed due
to its high detection range for continuous monitoring of glucose in human blood providing high sensitivity, which
will pave to identify the glucose concentration to replace the existing glucose sensor with high sensitivity as well
for long term use. the proposed work creates a great deal for the physicians and patients.

2. STRUCTURE DESIGN
The section of the proposed sensor is shown in Fig.1.with multi core fiber structure with the increase of dynamic
refractive index[RI] detection ranges [1]. to obtain the high sensitivity with easier fabrication, the air holes are
arranged in a having pitch constant (˄) of 2µm and diameters of air holes are optimized d=1.4µm, d1=0.6µm,
d2=1.9µm. the defect mode is created by removing the air holes which enhances the propagation of chosen
wavelength of light into the liquid core. its mode propagation is studied using FEM and electric field distribution is
shown fig 2.(a)-(i). Glucose of 40% concentration with refractive index of 1.4299 at room temperature (20◦C) is
filled into the central air hole of the designed PCF structure. Refractive index of the glucose in water solution is
tunable for different concentration (10%-40%). All the modes in the PCF are leaky modes because the real part of
the refractive index is lower than background material. The leaky mode can be controlled by choosing the suitable
liquid material with the appropriate refractive index. The energy transfer between the liquid core mode and defect
mode can be identified by the peak wavelength
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Fig.2. Electric field distribution of a defect mode and core modes. the arrow represents the direction of the electric
field. the coupling between defect and core modes are shown in Fig 2(a)-2(d) and 2(e)-2(h).

TABLE 1
Concentration of glucose
Mass%

Refractive index(RIU)

Peak wavelength

10

1.3695

1550

20

1.3896

1480

30

1.4098

1460

40

1.4299

1440

The background material of fiber is filled silica whose refractive index is calculated by eq.(1). The refractive index
of analyte is taken for different concentration of glucose in water and values are tabulated in Table 1.

( )=1+

+

+

(1)

PCF act as a waveguide and in this wave guide and targeted analyte and light interact with each other. we have
analyzed the evanescent field distribution of the PCF. using the finite element method(FEM), the properties of
propagating modes of proposed PCF is numerically investigated.in our glucose sensor. the coupling between the
liquid core and defect modes are shown in Fig .2(a)-2(i).
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3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Due to the finite number of air holes in the cladding part, there may cause leakage of light. the leakage of light from
core to exterior material results in confinement loss (dB/m) which can be obtained from the imaginary part of n_eff
by using the following equation(2) .
(

)=8.686 Im(

)*

(2)

The illustrations of mode field distributions are displayed in Fig.3 which represents the real part of refractive index
and loss dependence on the operating wavelength λ for the different samples of glucose for the upper mode, the
mode field is mainly distributed in liquid core at shorter wavelength. mode field begins to transfer the liquid core to
defect core as wavelength increases, the energies of liquid-core mode to defect mode are equal to the energy
transfer from liquid core to defect core at longer wavelength.
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Fig.3.the real part of core mode and defect mode refractive index for the chosen wavelength. the shows electric
field distributions and transfer of energy between fundamental and liquid mode.
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Fig. 4(a)-4(e).stimulated results in different concentration of glucose solution.

The simulated results Fig.4 (a)-4(b) gives relationship between wavelength for different concentrations of the
samples. the spectral sensitivity of the corresponding sensor can be obtained as
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S(nm/RIU ) =

(3)

Where Δλ is the offset of the resonant wavelength and Δn is the change in the RI of glucose solution. When the RI
of glucose solution is changed, the resonance spectrum will be varied. therefore we can obtain information about
the analyte according to the change of the resonance wavelength. when the glucose concentration changes from
10mg/dl to 40 mg/dl the offset of the resonance wavelength Δλ is 0.06 nm. the increment solution RI is 4.09
The average spectral sensitivity 146699.26 nm/RIU can obtained.

Fig. 5. the resonance wavelength as the function of varying glucose concentration.

Fig.5 the represents the wavelength and varying the different concentration of glucose sensor. The sensitivity of
designed PCF sensor is 146699.26 nm/RIU for the 20% of glucose concentration with the solution of 0.00409 RIU.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we analyzed the electric field distributions of defect modes and liquid core modes in solution. we
analyzed a PCF glucose sensor filled with different concentration of glucose solution. The results show that the RI
of filling analyte and the average spectral sensitivity of 146699.26 nm/RIU. A high sensitivity glucose sensor based
on compact PCF proposed by the finite Element method.

In Our proposed PCF it has been provided that higher relative sensitivity with tighter confinement of optical field
than the prior PCF structures. Therefore, our proposed PCFs can successfully overcome the critical trade-off
between confinement loss and fiber sensing in different samples such us Urea, Albumin, using in photonic crystals
fiber. The structure can be further optimized.
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